Abstract-In this paper, a new face recognition method based on kernel discriminate local preserve projection(KDLPP) and Multi-feature fusion under smart environment is proposed . In order to solve the small sample size problem, combined with kernel theory and QR decomposition, a new face recognition algorithm named kernel discriminate local preserve projection is proposed based on discriminate local preserve projection algorithm. considered the external features are useful in face recognition, because hair is a highly variable feature of human face ,so we combined hair features and DCT features on the feature layer. The experiments on the AMI database indicate the proposed method can enhance the accuracy of the recognition system effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the past decades , face recognition has become a very popular area of research in pattern recognition, computer vision and machine learning. Due to the immense application potential in military, commercial, building a automated system to recognize face in still images or video clips is necessary. Face recognition can be defined as the identification of individuals from images of their face by using a stored database of face labeled with people's identities [1] . This objective is very challenging and complex because the appearances of individual's face features are always affected by the factors such as illumination conditions, aging, 3D poses, facial expression and disguise including glasses and cosmetics [2] . Some other problematic factors such as noise and occlusion also impair the performance of the face recognition algorithms.
In the last ten years, face recognition under smart meeting room environment has been raised and become an hot research area. The smart meeting environment is installed four cameres on the four corner and microphone arrays on the table to tracking and recognizing peoples joined in the meeting [3] . However, early studies all focused on the audio features and hardly any research based on visual features. Japanese researchers tried to use the visual characteristics of video sequence to study the communication process over the conference, they extracted the eye features between the people intercourse in the meeting, and using these features to present the influence degree of speaker to other peoples [4] , to our best knowledge, this is the first time of researchers using visual features to discover the multi-people communication process, the drawback of this research is lack of quantitative analyse result of the experiment. In 2007, the research of IDIAP lab tried to use motion vector and residual encoding bit rate between two frames as face features [5] . In [6] , chen used Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients as face features to recognize peoples in the meeting.
Dimension reduction is a key problem in face recognition and many useful techniques for dimensionality reduction has been developed. He et al. [7, 8] proposed the local preserve projections (LPP) which building a graph incorporating neighbourhood information of the data set and provides a way to the projection of the test data point. In contrast to most manifold learning algorithms, LPP possesses a remarkable advantage that it can generate an explicit map.To consider the discriminant information of recognition task, several locality preserving discriminant analysis methods have been mentioned in recent years.Hu [9] proposed an orthogonal neighbourhood preserving discriminant analysis (ONPDA) method,which effectively combines the characteristics of LDA and LPP.Yu et al. [10] presented a discriminant locality preserving projections (DLPP) method to improve the classification performance of LPP. All the mentioned locality preserving methods also suffer from the SSS problem too. So PCA approach,which discards some useful discriminatory information is often used before LPP or DLPP.Yang et al. [11] proposed a null space discriminant locality preserving projections (NDLPP) algorithms. However, NDLPP merely utilizes the discriminant information in the null space of the locality preserving within-class scatter.
Most of the face recognition method mentioned above only use facial information, as we know, external information such as hair , facial contour and clothes also can provide the discriminant evidence [12] . Although external information are useful, but their detection ,representation, analysis and application are seldom been studied in the computer vision community. Ji et al. [13] used hair features for gender classification, they used length,area and texture infomation and split as hair features. Liu et al. [14] also used hair features for gender recognition.
In this paper, in order to solve the small sample size problem, by incorporating the kernel trick, a new face recognition algorithm based on discriminant locality preserving projections (DLPP) method and QR decomposition is proposed, which called kernel discriminant locality preserving projections (KDLPP) . The enhanced algorithm can not only handle the SSS problem,but also can adequate to describe the complex variation of face images. Considering the important role of hair features in face recognition, we study hair feature extraction and fusing with discrete cosine transform coefficient on the feature layer in order to capture the most recognize information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II we describe the feature extraction process of hair and face. Section III introduce the kernel discriminant locality preserving projections algorithm(KDLPP). We present our recognition method in Section IV. The experiment result are shown in Section V. Section VI offers our conclusion.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION

A.Hair Feature Extraction
Hair is a highly variable feature of human appearance. It perhaps is the most variant aspect of human appearance. Until recently, hair features have been discarded in most of the face recognition system. To our best knowledge, their are two different algorithms in the literature about hair feature extraction. Yacoob et al. [15] developed a computational model for measuring hair appearance. They extracted several attributes of hair including color, volume, length, area, symmetry, split location and texture. These are organized as a hair feature vector. Lapedriza et al. [16] learned a model set composed by a representative set of image fragments corresponding to hair zones called building blocks set . The building blocks set is used to represent the unseen images as it is a set of puzzle pieces and the unseen image is reconstructed by covering it with the most similar fragments. We adopt the former method and modify it in this study.
The basic symbols used in the geometric hair model are depicted in Figure 1 . Here G is the middle point between the left point L and the right eye point R, I is the point on the inner contour, O is the point on the outer contour, and P is the lowest point of hair region. The hair feature extraction consist of the following three steps:
1. Extract hair length features: we define the largest distance between a point on the outer contour and P as the hair length. The normalized distance hair L is defined as:
Where face Girth is the girth of the face region.
2. Extract hair area features: we define the area covered by hair as the hair surface. Based on the hair model, the normalized hair area is defined as: 3. Extract hair color features: to obtain the color information in the hair region, we follow the method described in [17] . Based on this approach, the color distortion at pixel i is calculated by
Where i I and i E denote the actual and the expected RGB color at pixel i respectively, the i I is stated as follow:
According to the definition above, the color distortion at pixel i is also can calculated as follows:
Where i  represent the current brightness with respect to the brightness of the model:
) and (
)are the mean and standard deviation of color in the training set respectively. By use of equation (3), (5) and (6), we can obtain the expected RGB color values.
By concatenating all the hair feature mentioned above, we obtain a feature vector of hair at pixel i as follows:
We normalized the hair region as size of 
B.Face Feature Extraction
We use discrete cosine transform(DCT) coefficients to characterize the face feature. DCT has been shown promising performance applied on the human recognition system.For an N M  image, where each image corresponds to a 2D matrix, DCT coefficients are calculated as follows [18] :
is the image intensity function and
is a 2D matrix of DCT coefficients. 
III. KERNEL DISCRIMINANT LOCAL PRESERVE PROJECTION ALGORITHM
A.Discriminant Local Preserve Projection Algorithm
Where  is an empirically determined parameter, Thus ,the between-class weight matrix B and the within-class weight matrix W are defined as follows: ) ,..., 
That the equation (21)can be rewritten as:
that maximize the objective function (29) can be obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalues problem:
B. Kernel Discriminant Local Preserve Projection Algorithm
In this section , we present a new KDLPP algorithm to further improve the performance of DLPP algorithm.we using the kernel trick to handle the nonlinearity in a disciplined manner.The KDLPP algorithm involve two major steps [20] . The first step in to obtain the Gram matrix K and then to reduce the dimensionality of the original data features by applies the modified DLPP/QR algorithm.
The key idea of kernel Discriminant Local Preserve Projection Algorithm is to solve the problem of DLPP in an implicit feature space F , which is constructed by the kernel trick. Consider there is a feature mapping  which maps the input data into a higher dimensional inner product space F [21] . So DLPP can be performed in F and it is equivalent to maximizing the following criterion: 
Thus ,by using the definitions of 
Therefore , similar to DLPP algorithm, the optimal solution of equation (47) The solution of A is complexly and always suffer from the small sample size problem, so we using QR decomposition matrix analysis to handle this issue [23, 24] .
The first step is to decompose
Therefor we do QR decomposition on 
The final step is to compute an optimal G by solving the largest r eigenvalues problem on 
4.Perform QR decomposition on
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IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In the past section we know how to extract hair features and DCT features, based on DLPP algorithm and kernel trick we give a new dimensional reduce technique called kernel discriminant local preserve projection algorithm. In this section , we give the face recognition algorithm based on multi-feature fusion and kernel discriminant local preserve projection algorithm. The main procedure of our method is depicted in Figure 2 . After extract the hair features and DCT features, we combined at feature-level as follows [25] :
The steps of the training process is list as follows: (1) Extract the hair features and DCT features of the images in the training set .
(2) Fusing the hair feature and DCT feature at the feature level in order to obtain fusion feature.
(3) Analyse the fusion features in the training set utilizing the KDLPP algorithm to obtain the projection matrix A .
(4) Project the training fusion feature into the lower dimensional space so that we can get the training features.
The steps of the recognizing process is list as follows:
(1) Extract the hair features and DCT features of the images in the test set.
(3) Project the test fusion feature into the lower dimensional space utilizing the projection matrix A which computed from training process.
(4) classify the test set using the Minimum Euclidean Distance classifier.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A.AMI Database
In this paper, the Augmented Multi-Party Interaction (AMI) corpus were used for our experiment.The AMI corpus consists of audio-visual data captured of our participants in a natural meeting scenario. The participants volunteered their time freely and were assigned roles such as " project manager " or "marketing director" for the task of designing a new remote control device. The teams met over several sessions of varying lengths (15-35 minutes) .
The meetings were not scripted and different activities were carried out such as presenting at a slide screen, explaining concepts on a whiteboard or discussing while sitting around a table. The participants therefore interacted naturally, including talking over each other. Data was collected in an instrumented meeting room. which contains a table, slide screen, white board and four chairs. While participants were requested to return to the same seat for the duration of a meeting session, they could move freely throughout the meeting. Different audio sources of varying distance to the speaker, and different video sources of varying views and fields-ofview represent audio-visual data of varying quality which is useful for robustness testing. Figure 3 show some samples captured form AMI database. In this experiment, the subset of AMI database named AMIES2016 was used . For this experiment, we captured 5 video segments from each people's video that at last a total of 20 small video segments were obtained. We denoted its as S1 to S20. For the reason of most of the image frames in the video have poor quality and no nose in the images, so we should delete it and then regular the image to guarantee nose is in the center of the image. Then select 10 frames from the video and record as 1 to 10 to construct the AMIES2016 face database. For each image, we normalized it to form the uniform size of 64*64. Figure 4 show 10 frames selected from one video. The input data of the LDLPP is the kernel matrix and it is necessary to choose an adequate kernel function to construct this matrix. In this paper, we used Polynomial kernel function , Gaussian RBF kernel function and Fractional polynomial kernel function. Table II present the kernel functions used in our studies. 
In order to illustrate the effect of kernel function choice, Figure 5 to Figure 7 show the results of KDLPP algorithm with different kernel functions. In Figure 5 In this small experiment, we tested the FDA and DLPP methods compare to our proposed KDLPP algorithm, the kernel function used in this experiment is Gaussian RBF kernel function, the value 9 2 10   . Figure 8 give the recognition rate result. From the result we can show that KDLPP algorithm gives the best result under any training number situations, and FDA method give the worst result. From the figure we can also know that the face recognition rate under smart meeting environment is less than the standard face database environment because of the problem of poor quality image, lighting condition and facial expression change and so on. In this small simulation, we compare the DCT feature with the hair and DCT feature fusion under KDLPP algorithm, the kernel function used in this experiment is Gaussian RBF kernel function, the value 9 2 10   , the recognition rate result are shown in Figure 9 . From the result we can shown that hair feature play an important role in face recognition, the recognition result can improved significantly. This paper investigate how to exploit effectively the hair feature information , as well as its fusion with face DCT feature for face recognition based on a new KDLPP algorithm under smart meeting room environment. The external information is crucial for face recognition, so we have presented a modified hair model for extracting hair features, by using this model, hair features are represented as length, area and color. In order to improve the accuracy we fusing it with the DCT features at the feature-level fusion for face recognition. SSS problem is always encountered by the DLPP algorithm, so we proposed a new KDLPP algorithm motivated by the idea of kernel trick and QR decomposition. By introducing a kernel function into discriminant criterion, KDLPP analyse the data in F and produces nonlinear discriminating features that then can work on more realistic situations.
From the experiment result, we can obtain the following observations:(1) hair features play an important role in face recognition, (2) implementing the fusion of hair and DCT features can achieve the best classification accuracy in all of the case in face recognition, (3) KDLPP algorithm can handle the SSS problem and can work under more realistic situations.
From this study, we believe that more external informations such as clothes should be integrated into face features to develop more relative and robust face recognition system under smart meeting room environment.
